Intercultural Communication
Experiencing art to create intercultural understanding
Small Odysseys enables artistic exchange, promotes artists, exchange experiences and practices and builds bridges between cultures. By sharing personal stories artistically an immediate connection is created. The first exhibition of the Small Odysseys will be taking place at the Albert van Abbe Huis. During the exhibition 17 artists from Eindhoven and 17 artists from Thessaloniki will exhibit printed artwork.

What are Small Odysseys?
An Odyssey is an eventful or adventurous journey. It is an experience which is shaped by struggles throughout the way. The artists captured those journeys and translated them into fascinating printed pieces which will be embedded in activities from InterCulturas.
We at InterCulturas teach about the beauty of diversity and connect people across cultures.

We want our children to be empowered to grow into global citizens who embrace intercultural diversity.

Personal and cultural identity **WORKSHOPS** for students

**Cultural Identity and creative story telling**
This workshop offers the possibility to reflect on their own (cultural) identity, using experiential learning, creative thinking, and storytelling.

**MODULE 1:**
Guide tour through the exhibition

**MODULE 2:**
Identity Workshop

**MODULE 3:**
Creative Storytelling

The workshop will change the way your students think about identity, culture, and the communities they are a part of. Learning about oneself and seeing the world from new perspectives is always the first step in order to build successful (intercultural) communication skills. Through a guided tour, facilitated group discussions, and creative reflection activities, your students will bring together the artwork and their ideas about identity and culture.
In a creative and relaxed, you and your team will discover strengths, opportunities, and the team culture that brings everyone together.

Culture is not bound to nationality or language. Culture is highly subjective and means something different for every individual. In this workshop, your team will discover what the terms culture and identity mean for them, and how they can make use of it when working together as a group.

This workshop is designed for all kinds of teams - small or large, people who just met or have been working together for years.

Using creative thinking and experiential learning, your team will leave this workshop equipped with new ideas and inspiration for all future projects to come.

MODULE 1: Guided Tour through the exhibition

MODULE 2: Team-Building Workshop
Combining expertises in intercultural communication and education, academic teaching and design for learning, and playing material, we help teachers, schools, and parents to be ready to face the challenges of an increasingly intercultural world.

Our personal experiences of living abroad and our extensive international network are a big influence on our workshops and projects - those live by sharing knowledge and creating experiences.

Our expertise covers workshops, long and short-term projects, and innovative teaching material.

Would you like us to organize an intercultural project for your project week?

Would you like to include first hand international experience in your curriculum? We could also become a regular guest at your maatschappijleer classes and/or a regular project partner.

Let us know your ideas and we’ll design a concept for you and with you!